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The automobiles have flourished a craze among youngsters which have encouraged the concerned
manufacturers to manufacture as per the demand. the demand for them in India shows nowhere to
decline. Same as in the case of suppliers, they supply to the retailers at a price considerable so that
the retailers buy in bulk due its huge demand. If we talk about examples, the bestselling Indian Car,
i.e., â€˜TATA Indicaâ€™ is giving tough competition to various other leading manufacturers of car in India.
Since India is the second largest manufacturer in the world, the country stands next to the top most
Asian countries japan and china in terms of productivity as well as sales.

The Indian companies like Maruti Suzuki, Skoda India, Ford Fiesta and many more have merged
with the Asian Companies to establish their origin all over the world and getting huge profits. The
suppliers has been supplying in huge not only in India but also exporting it to the other countries of
the world and giving a tough competition. The craze for automobiles has encouraged many
companies to compete in this global world. The annual vehicles sales are projected to increase to 5
million by 2015 and 9 million by 2020. The level of technology changed in this sector is high but the
rate of change of technology has been medium.

There are lot of manufacturers who give importance to looks and luxury while some go for best
performance with high quality design. The top selling brands like Toyota, Honda, Ford has given
special boost to the growing manufacturers. The preferences may vary depending upon the luxury,
performance and other factors. The automotive parts manufacturers are widely acclaimed for
providing automobiles that are a perfect match to the changing trends of the market. In addition to
this, the branded automobile parts are also advised to be used during the repair and maintenance
services.

For the business availability on continuous basis, the online business directories have also given
excellent support to the automotive parts suppliers and manufacturers. The online business portal is
a common as well as online platform for the automobile spare parts manufacturers and suppliers to
come across to meet their respective business requirements. In addition to this, the availability of
business opportunities in the form of business leads has also played a vital role in making the online
platform highly popular. Therefore, the business availability has become very simple and easy with
the online platforms.
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